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Synaptic Facilitation at Connections of Hermissenda Type B 
Photoreceptors 
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The enhancement of excitability in type B photoreceptors is 
an important neural mechanism underlying classically con- 
ditioned suppression of phototaxis in the marine mollusk 
Hermissenda cfassicornis. However, the possibility that type 
B photoreceptors also exhibit synaptic plasticity has not pre- 
viously been explored. We now report that connections of 
type B photoreceptors onto type A photoreceptors exhibit 
synaptic facilitation, and that this facilitation involves the 
same first messenger (5-HT) and second messenger (protein 
kinase C) previously implicated in the learning-produced ex- 
citability changes. In brief, we found that application of 5 
HT dramatically facilitates synaptic potentials evoked by type 
B cells in type A cell cells, and that this facilitation is blocked 
by preincubation with staurosporine, a protein kinase inhib- 
itor. Furthermore, activation of protein kinase C also induces 
synaptic facilitation, whereas activation of the CAMP-de- 
pendent protein kinase has no effect. Changes in synaptic 
strength produced by these manipulations are paralleled by 
changes in type B cell input resistance (a simple index of 
cellular excitability), whereas type A cell input resistance is 
unaffected. These findings indicate a previously unrecog- 
nized form of neuronal plasticity in Hermissenda that may 
contribute importantly to the learned changes in behavior, 
and thereby highlight general principles of learning-related 
neuronal plasticity shared by different preparations and spe- 
cies. 

[Key words: Hermissenda, Aplysia, neuronal plasticity, 
learning, memory, 5-HT, protein kinase C, CAMP, stauros- 
porine, phorbol ester] 

The last decade has witnessed extraordinary progress in our 
understanding of the biological mechanisms underlying learn- 
ing. Many of the advances occurring at the cellular and molec- 
ular level have come about through the use of invertebrate prep- 
arations, which have relatively simple nervous systems and large, 
identifiable neurons of known function (Carew and Sahley, 1986; 
Byrne, 1987; Hawkins et al., 1987). One goal of using such model 
systems has been to delineate general cellular principles of neu- 
ronal plasticity that are common to different preparations and 
are phylogenetically conserved. 
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A particularly fruitful paradigm for the analysis of associative 
learning in an invertebrate is conditioned suppression of pho- 
totactic behavior in the marine mollusk Hermissenda crassi- 
cornis (Alkon, 1974; Crow and Alkon, 1978; Farley and Alkon, 
1982; Crow, 1983; Crow and Offenbach, 1983; Lederhendler 
and Alkon, 1987). Naive Hermissenda normally locomote to- 
ward light. However, following pairings oflight (the conditioned 
stimulus, or CS) and rotation (the unconditioned stimulus, or 
US), this normally positive phototactic behavior of the animal 
is suppressed. In contrast, control animals receiving unpaired 
or random presentations of the CS and US do not show com- 
parable long-term suppression, though some smaller, transient 
nonassociative effects exist (Alkon, 1974; Crow and Alkon, 1978; 
Farley and Alkon, 1982; Crow, 1983). Associative training also 
leads to the emergence of a new conditioned response to the 
light CS that resembles the unconditioned response to the ro- 
tation US: whereas naive and random control animals exhibit 
foot lengthening in response to light, animals that received paired 
training exhibit foot shortening, similar to that evoked by ro- 
tation itself (Lederhendler et al., 1986; Matzel et al., 1990b). 

Physiological investigations by Alkon, Crow, Farley and their 
colleagues have indicated that a pivotal mechanism underlying 
conditioning in Hermissenda is an intrinsic enhancement of 
excitability in the inhibitory type B photoreceptors (for reviews, 
see Farley, 1986; Crow, 1988; Alkon and Nelson, 1990). Fol- 
lowing conditioning, type B cells exhibit depolarized membrane 
potentials, an increased input resistance, and an enhanced light 
response (Crow and Alkon, 1980; Farley and Alkon, 1982; West 
et al., 1982; Matzel et al., 1992a). These physiological changes 
arise largely from the modulation of two K+ currents (I, and 
I,.,,) and possibly a Ca2+ current (I,,) (Alkon et al., 1982, 1985; 
Collin et al., 1988; Farley, 1988; Etcheberrigaray et al., 1992). 
Ultimately, the enhanced light response in type B cells translates 
into a suppression of phototactic behavior because the type B 
photoreceptors inhibit type A photoreceptors and other neurons 
that have excitatory connections to motor circuitry mediating 
phototaxis (see Fig. 1; Alkon, 1979; Goh and Alkon, 1984; Goh 
et al., 1985). 

Initial models proposed that changes in type B cells were 
induced by cumulative depolarization and subsequent Ca2+ in- 
flux that occurred during associative training; this depolariza- 
tion was thought to arise from network interactions, including 
excitation of type B cells by the silent/excitatory optic ganglion 
cell and release from inhibition by the caudal hair cells following 
the termination of light and rotation (Alkon, 1979, 1984; Tabata 
and Alkon, 1982; Farley and Alkon, 1987; Alkon and Nelson, 
1990). However, more recent evidence suggests that cumulative 
depolarization may be neither necessary nor sufficient for the 
induction of type B cell excitability increases (Matzel et al., 
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1992b), and there is now general agreement that at least some 
of this plasticity is mediated by a neuromodulatory transmitter 
released by the US. The transmitter most strongly implicated 
is 5-HT, though GABA may also be involved. 5-HT is synthe- 
sized and released in the Hermissenda nervous system (Held- 
man and Alkon, 1978; Auerbach et al., 1989), and immuno- 
histochemical studies have identified serotonergic neurons as 
well as serotonergic processes in the synaptic neuropil near pho- 
toreceptor terminals (Land and Crow, 198.5; Auerbach et al., 
1989). Physiologically, serotonergic cells depolarize type B cells 
and respond to visual and vestibular stimulation (Cheyette and 
Farley, 1989), though it remains to be demonstrated that these 
response patterns can modify the activity of type B cells, or that 
disabling these serotonergic cells disrupts the induction of type 
B plasticity. Exogenous application of 5-HT can produce a num- 
ber of changes in type B cells similar to those seen following 
behavioral conditioning, including an enhanced light response, 
increased input resistance, depolarization, reduction of IA and 
Z K-G 2 and increased spike amplitude (Crow and Bridge, 1985; 
Farley and Auerbach, 1986; Sakakibara et al., 1987; Farley and 
Wu, 1989; Crow and Forrester, 199 1; Falk-Vairant and Crow, 
1992; Rogers et al., 1992). Light paired with 5-HT also mimics 
the effect of conditioning on phototactic behavior (Crow and 
Forrester, 1986). In addition, drugs that disrupt 5-HT-mediated 
neurotransmission can block changes in type B cells produced 
by an in vitro conditioning paradigm involving paired light and 
hair cell stimulation (Grover et al., 1989). Taken together, these 
results provide evidence for a physiological and behavioral role 
for 5-HT during conditioning. More recently, GABA, a candi- 
date transmitter for the hair cells, has also been found to induce 
an activity-dependent increase in input resistance in type B cells 
and to elevate intracellular Ca2+ (Matzel and Alkon, 199 1; Al- 
kon et al., 1992; Oka et al., 1992). 

Protein kinase C (PKC) has been implicated as an important 
second messenger mediating conditioning-produced excitability 
changes in type B photoreceptors. Conditioning is associated 
with increases in the phosphorylation of PKC substrate proteins 
(Neary et al., 198 1, 1986; Nelson et al., 1990) and changes in 
PKC activity (McPhie et al., 1993). Injection of PKC, or of a 
20 kDa PKC phosphoprotein, or activation of PKC by phorbol 
esters, all mimic effects of associative training, including en- 
hancement of the light response, reductions of Z, and ZK.Ca, and 
enhancement of Z,, in type B cells (Alkon et al., 1986, 1988; 
Farley and Auerbach, 1986; Etcheberrigaray et al., 1992). Re- 
duction of PKC catalytic activity by either kinase inhibitors or 
downregulation of the holoenzyme can prevent both short-term 
changes in type B cell excitability (Forrester and Crow, 1988; 
Matzel et al., 1990a; Crow et al., 199 1; Farley and Schuman, 
1991) and long-term changes produced by behavioral training 
in the intact animal (Farley and Schuman, 1991). Crow and 
colleagues have proposed that with the in vitro paradigm that 
they have used, PKC is involved primarily in the induction of 
short-term changes (Forrester and Crow, 1988,1989), suggesting 
that other second messengers may also contribute under certain 
conditions. 

While much effort has been devoted to understanding the 
biophysical and molecular mechanisms underlying condition- 
ing-produced increases in photoreceptor excitability, there has 
been no attempt to ascertain whether changes in synaptic trans- 
mission may also occur. Because synaptic plasticity is known 
to play an important role in learning and in other systems, such 
as classical conditioning in Aplysia (Hawkins et al., 1983; Wal- 

ters and Byrne, 1983; Carew et al., 1984), cerebellar long-term 
depression (Ito, 1989), and hippocampal long-term potentiation 
(Madison et al., 1991), the goal of this study was to assess its 
possible contribution in Hermissenda. To this end, we have 
asked whether connections of type B photoreceptors onto type 
A photoreceptors exhibit synaptic facilitation in addition to the 
increases in type B cell excitability previously described, and 
whether this facilitation involves the same neuromodulatory 
transmitter system (5-HT) and the same second-messenger 
pathway (PKC) that produce the excitability changes. 

Preliminary reports of some of these findings have previously 
appeared (Schuman and Clark, 1990; Clark and Schuman, 1992). 

Materials and Methods 
Animals. Hermissenda crassicornis were obtained from Marinus, Inc. 
(Long Beach, CA). Animals were individually housed in perforated 50 
ml tubes maintained in 12°C artificial seawater (ASW). 

Electrophysiology. The circumesophageal nervous system (containing 
the eyes, plus the cerebral, pleural, and pedal ganglia) was dissected 
from a naive animal and mounted on a glass slide as previously de- 
scribed (Farley and Alkon, 1982), and treated with a nonspecific protease 
(protease type XXVII, 1.5 mg/ml ASW; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 10 
min to facilitate intracellular impalement. 

Except as indicated below, during experiments preparations were 
bathed in ASW with the following. comoosition (in mM): NaCl. 430: 
KCl, 10; CaCI,, 10; MgCl,, 50; Tris.HClbuffer (pe 7.6), i0. The’ASW 
pH was adjusted to 7.6. A type B photoreceptor and type A photore- 
ceptor with a reliable synaptic connection were identified (Fig. 1) using 
conventional intracellular recording and stimulation with glass micro- 
electrodes containing 2 M K-acetate. Type B cells could be distinguished 
from type A cells by their position and by several physiological char- 
acteristics, including spontaneous action potential activity in the dark, 
as well as size and shape of the action potentials (Alkon, 1976). Based 
on the position of the microelectrodes prior to impalement, the majority 
of photoreceptor pairs used in this study were most likely an interme- 
diate type B cell and a lateral type A cell. 

Following cell impalement, preparations were dark adapted for 10 
min. We then elicited single action potentials in type B cells via intra- 
cellular stimulation at 30 set intervals, and recorded the resulting in- 
hibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) in the type A photoreceptor. As 
a simple index of cellular excitability, we also measured the initial input 
resistance of both cells using 0.1-0.4 nA hyperpolarizing steps. For each 
preparation, IPSP and input resistance measurements were obtained for 
the five trials before (pre) and the 10 trials after (post) one ofthe following 
six experimental treatments: (1) control exchange of ASW; (2) bath 
application of 1 WM 5-HT (Sigma); (3) bath application of 1 FM 5-HT, 
following pretreatment with, and continued exposure to, the protein 
kinase inhibitor staurosporine (0.1 FM; Sigma), which was initially ap- 
plied prior to cell impalement and kept present throughout the exper- 
iment; (4) bath application of 0.1 PM phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate 
(PMA; Sigma), which activates PKC; (5) bath application of the inactive 
phorbol ester 4-a phorbol (0.1 pt~; Sigma); or (6) bath application of 
100 KM 8-benzylthio-CAMP (8-BT-CAMP) (ICN Biochemicals, Cleve- 
land, OH), a membrane-permeant CAMP analog that activates the CAMP- 
dependent kinase, in combination with the phosphodiesterase inhibitor 
3-isobutyl- 1 -methyl-xanthine (IBMX; 100 FM; Sigma). A 5-l 0 min in- 
cubation period was allowed following the experimental solution ex- 
change before the IPSP and input resistance were remeasured. Solution 
changes were performed by hand-held pipette and involved several 
changes in bath volume. In accordance with standard practice, through- 
out the experiment the baseline membrane potential of type A and type 
B photoreceptors was held constant at -60 to -70 mV (a value that is 
below action potential threshold) by manually varying the holding cur- 
rent. This manipulation was performed in order to prevent spontaneous 
action potential generation and to minimize possible secondary influ- 
ences of any drug-induced changes in membrane potential on the IPSP 
size and input resistance, as both of these measures are sensitive to 
membrane potential. We did not systematically investigate the effects 
of our experimental manipulations on membrane potential, though pre- 
vious work on 5-HT and PKC suggests that such changes do occur 
(Alkon et al., 1986, 1988; Farley and Auerbach, 1986; Farley and Wu, 
1989; Rogers et al., 1992). 
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Statistical analysis. For each preparation, the mean IPSP amplitude 
and mean input resistance of type A and type B cells were computed 
for the five trials immediately preceding the solution change (pretreat- 
ment score), and for the 10 trials immediately after the solution change 
(posttreatment score). Statistical analyses were then performed using a 
one-way ANOVA, followed by either two-tailed t tests for related means 
for within-group effects (e.g., pretreatment vs posttreatment), or New- 
man-Keuls planned comparisons for between-group effects. There were 
no significant changes in IPSP amplitude across the five pretreatment 
trials for any of the six experimental conditions, indicating that our 
testing protocol did not strongly affect synaptic strength or general cell 
health. 

Results 
5-HT produces synaptic facilitation at type B cell connections 
Previous work had demonstrated that type B cells exhibit a 
learning-dependent increase in excitability (Crow and Alkon, 
1980; Farley and Alkon, 1982; West et al., 1982; Matzel et al., 
1992a) that appears to involve S-HT (Crow and Bridge, 1985; 
Crow and Forrester, 1986, 1991; Farley and Auerbach, 1986; 
Sakakibara et al., 1987; Farley and Wu, 1989; Grover et al., 
1989; Falk-Vairant and Crow, 1992; Rogers et al., 1992). We 
therefore asked whether 5-HT might induce synaptic facilitation 
at connections of type B cells, in addition to the excitability 
changes previously described. We found that acute application 
of 5-HT doubled the size of the IPSP elicited by the type B cells 
in the type A cells (mean & SEM: pre, 0.50 * 0.12 mV; post, 
0.96 + 0.15 mV; y1 = 15, t(14) = 4.18, p < 0.001; Fig. 2). In 
contrast, sham exchanges with normal ASW produced no effect 
(pre, 0.55 k 0.17 mV; post, 0.45 & 0.16 mV; y1 = 11, t(l0) = 
1.29, NS). As in previous work (Farley and Auerbach, 1986; 
Farley and Wu, 1989) 5-HT also caused a significant increase 
in the input resistance of the type B cell (30.9 + 8.2% increase, 
IZ = 14, t(13) = 3.78, p < 0.005) consistent with a decrease in 
K+ currents and increased excitability. Thus, 5-HT enhanced 
both IPSP amplitude and type B cell input resistance. In 
contrast, 5-HT had no effect on type A cell input resistance 
(4.4 -+ 6.2% increase, n = 15, t( 14) = 0.70, NS), indicating 
that increases in IPSP amplitude could not be accounted for 
by a general increase in postsynaptic input resistance (though 
other postsynaptic mechanisms are possible). There were no 
significant changes in input resistance of either type B cells 
(8.4 f 11% decrease, n = 11, t(l0) = 0.77, NS) or type A cells 
(5.7 + 5.8% decrease, n = 11, t( 10) = 0.99, NS) following sham 
solution changes of normal ASW. These results demonstrate 
that connections of type B cells can exhibit synaptic facilita- 
tion, and that both synaptic facilitation and type B cell excit- 
ability increases can be elicited by the same neuromodulatory 
transmitter, 5-HT. 

The kinase inhibitor staurosporine blocks 5-HT-induced 
synaptic facilitation 

As described above, PKC is a critical second messenger under- 
lying learning-induced increases in type B cell excitability. We 
therefore wished to determine whether PKC was involved in 
synaptic facilitation as well. We first examined whether prein- 
cubation with the protein kinase inhibitor staurosporine (pre- 
ceding and during the 5-HT application) would block the syn- 
aptic facilitation normally produced by 5-HT. Staurosporine is 
a somewhat broad-spectrum kinase inhibitor that is most potent 
in its inhibition of PKC (IC,, = 3 PM; Tamaoki et al., 1986), 
but that, to a lesser extent, also inhibits the CAMP-dependent 
protein kinase and Ca*+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases 
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Figure I. Experimental arrangement for examining synaptic facilita- 
tion at connections oftype B photoreceptors onto type A photoreceptors. 
In the present in vitro experiments, we examined the inhibitory post- 
synaptic potentials (IPSPs) elicited in type A photoreceptors by indi- 
vidual action potentials evoked by intracellular stimulation of type B 
photoreceptors. In the intact animal, the inhibitory influences of the 
type B cells are believed to be responsible for the conditioned suppres- 
sion of phototaxis. White triangles indicate excitatory synaptic connec- 
tions; black triangles indicate inhibitory synaptic connections. Only 
selected relevant connections are depicted. The actual Hermissendu eye 
contains two type A and three type B photoreceptors, and each statocyst 
(the sensory organ for rotation) has 12 hair cells. The optic ganglion 
contains 13 second-order visual neurons (not depicted). Type A cells 
and type B cells inhibit each other, type B cells and caudal hair cells 
both inhibit the S/E optic ganglion cells, and the S/E cells excite type 
B photoreceptors and inhibit caudal hair cells (Alkon, 1979; Goh and 
Alkon, 1984; Goh et al., 1985). 5-HT, serotonin; INT, interneuron; 
MN, motor neuron. 

(Ruegg and Burgess, 1989). We found that pretreatment with 
staurosporine blocked both the synaptic facilitation (pre, 0.68 
+ 0.23 mV; post, 0.54 f 0.18 mV; n = 11, t(l0) = 1.5, NS) 
and the increased input resistance in type B cells (0.7 + 3.3% 
decrease, n = 11, t( 10) = 0.2 1, NS) normally induced by 5-HT 
(Fig. 2). Staurosporine has previously been shown to block de- 
polarization and increased input resistance produced in type B 
cells by in vitro conditioning (Farley and Schuman, 1991), as 
well as spike broadening and synaptic facilitation produced by 
5-HT in Aplysia sensory neurons (Sugita et al., 1992). We found 
no significant effect of staurosporine plus 5-HT on input resis- 
tance oftype A cells (1.6 f 5.1% decrease, n = 11, t(l0) = 0.32, 
NS). 

Between-group statistical comparisons indicated that 5-HT 
effects were significant relative to both the ASW condition and 
the staurosporine plus 5-HT condition. An ANOVA [F(2,34) 
= 11 .O, p < 0.00 l] followed by Newman-Keuls tests for indi- 
vidual comparisons indicated that the increase in IPSP ampli- 
tude following .5-HT treatment was significantly greater than 
changes in both the ASW group (p < 0.0 1) and the staurosporine 
plus 5-HT group (p < O.Ol), which did not differ from each 
other. Similarly, changes in type B cell input resistance showed 
a reliable between-groups difference [F(2,33) = 6.2, p < 0.011, 
with the increase in response to 5-HT being significantly greater 
than changes in both the ASW group (p < 0.01) and the stau- 
rosporine plus 5-HT group (p < 0.0 l), which did not differ from 
each other. There were no significant between-group differences 
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Figure 2. Acute application of 5-HT facilitates synaptic transmission at type B to type A photoreceptor synapses. A, Sample simultaneous recordings 
from type A photoreceptors (top truces) and type B photoreceptors (bottom truces) in three preparations, each receiving a different experimental 
treatment. Action potentials in type B cells were evoked by intracellular stimulation. Examples are from before (left) and after (right) three different 
experimental treatments. Bath application of 1 PM 5-HT (middle truces) produced an immediate and dramatic enhancement of the IPSP elicited 
by the type B cell, whereas control preparations receiving exchanges of normal seawater (ASW, /eji truces) showed relatively little change. In 
addition, preincubation with 0.1 FM staurosporine (STAURO., right traces), an inhibitor of PKC, blocked the facilitation normally produced by 
5-HT. The apparent large size of action potentials in the type B cells was due to the large depolarization necessary to evoke action potentials from 
hyperpolarized levels with somatic current injections; the size of spontaneous action potentials at the normal resting potential was consistent with 
type B cell physiology for this figure and subsequent figures. B, Group data indicating the mean change in IPSP amplitude. IPSP amplitude was 
increased following 5-HT but not the other two experimental treatments. C, Group data indicating increase in type B cell input resistance following 
5-HT but not ASW or staurosporine plus 5-HT. Note that IPSP amplitude and type B cell input resistance covaried in response to the different 
experimental treatments. **, p < 0.0 1. 

in the effects on type A cell input resistance [F(2,34) = 0.72, 
NS). There were also no significant differences on any pretest 
measure between groups, including the staurosporine pretreat- 
ment condition, suggesting that staurosporine did not affect the 
basal IPSPs or input resistance. 

Taken together, these results indicate that 5-HT can produce 
both synaptic facilitation at type B cell connections and excit- 
ability increases in type B cells, and that activation of a kinase 
is a necessary component in the mechanism underlying both 
these effects. 

Activation of PKC, but not the CAMP-dependent kinase, 
induces synaptic facilitation 

Previous work had indicated that PKC could enhance type B 
cell excitability (Alkon et al., 1986, 1988; Farley and Auerbach, 
1986; Etcheberrigaray et al., 1992), but its effect on synaptic 
transmission was unknown. Accordingly, we next investigated 
whether activation of PKC, or alternatively, activation of the 
CAMP-dependent kinase, would elicit synaptic facilitation at 
type B cell connections. 
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Figure 3. Activation of PKC, but not the CAMP-dependent protein kinase, facilitates synaptic transmission at type B to type A photoreceptor 
synapses. A, Sample intracellular recordings from type A photoreceptors (top truces) and type B photoreceptors (bottom truces) in three preparations, 
each receiving a different experimental treatment. Action potentials in type B cells were evoked by intracellular stimulation. Examples are from 
before (left) and after (right) application of either 0.1 PM 4-CY phorbol (an inactive phorbol ester), 0.1 PM PMA (a phorbol ester that activates PKC), 
or 100 KM 8-BT-CAMP (a membrane-permeant CAMP analog) given in combination with 100 FM IBMX (a phosphodiesterase inhibitor). Note 
synaptic facilitation occurring after exposure to PMA, but not after the other two treatments. B, Group data indicating the mean change in IPSP 
amplitude following each of the experimental treatments. PMA produced a significant increase in IPSP amplitude; preparations receiving 4-a 
phorbol or %BT-CAMP plus IBMX showed no significant effects. C, Group data indicating mean change in input resistance of type B photoreceptors. 
Like IPSP amplitude, type B cell input resistances were significantly increased following PMA, whereas there were no significant changes following 
application of 4-a phorbol or 8-BT-CAMP plus IBMX. **, p < 0.0 1. 

We found that application of the phorbol ester PMA, which 
activates PKC, produced a marked facilitation in the amplitude 
of the IPSP evoked by type B cell stimulation (pre, 0.75 + 0.2 1 
mV; post, 1.43 & 0.27 mV; n = 13, t( 12) = 3.09, p < 0.01) 
(Fig. 3). In contrast, neither the inactive phorbol ester 4-a phor- 
bol nor the membrane-permeant CAMP analog 8-BT-CAMP had 
any significant effect on IPSP size (4-a phorbol: pre, 0.69 + 
0.17 mV; post, 0.54 + 0.14 mV; y1 = 10, ~(10) = 1.23, NS; 
8-BT-CAMP: pre, 0.65 + 0.13; post, 0.54 f 0.13 mV; n = 12, 
t( 11) = 1.28, NS). In addition, PMA increased the input resis- 
tance of type B photoreceptors, whereas the inactive 4-a phorbol 
and 8-BT-CAMP did not (PMA: 37.2 * 9.8% increase, n = 13, 
t(12) = 3.79, p < 0.005; 4-a phorbol: 3.2 L 7.2% decrease, n 
= 10, t(9) = 0.44, NS; 8-BT-CAMP: 5.4 & 4.6% decrease, n = 

12, t( 11) = 1.16, NS). None of the agents produced a significant 
change in the type A photoreceptor input resistance (PMA: 5.4 
f 5.3% decrease, y2 = 13, t( 12) = 1.02, NS; 4-01 phorbol: 5.4 f 
9.3% increase, n = 10, t(9) = 0.58, NS; 8-BT-CAMP: 1.3 -t 6.0% 
decrease, n = 12, t(l1) = 0.22, NS). Thus, PMA, like 5-HT, 
enhanced both IPSP amplitude and type B cell input resistance. 

These conclusions were also supported by between-group 
analyses. An ANOVA [F(2,32) = 7.9, p < O.OOS] followed by 
Newman-Keuls tests indicated that PMA produced a significant 
increase in IPSP amplitude relative to preparations receiving 
4-a phorbol (p < 0.01) or 8-BT-CAMP plus IBMX (p < O.Ol), 
while the latter two groups were not significantly different from 
one another. Similarly, type B cell input resistances following 
PMA were significantly increased [F(2,32) = 9.4, p < O.OOl] 
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relative to changes following 4-a phorbol application (p < 0.0 1) 
or 8-BT-CAMP plus IBMX (p < O.Ol), while the latter two 
groups were not significantly different from one another. There 
were no significant between-group differences in the effects on 
type A cell input resistance [F(2,32) = 0.65, NS], and no be- 
tween-group differences on any measure prior to experimental 
treatment. 

Taken together, these results indicate that activation of PKC 
augments synaptic strength at type B to type A photoreceptor 
synapses and enhances type B cell input resistance, whereas 
activation of the CAMP-dependent kinase does not affect either 
measure. 

Discussion 
Connections of type B photoreceptors exhibit synaptic 
facilitation 
These results provide the first evidence that connections of Her- 
missenda type B photoreceptors, which are known targets for 
learning-induced modifications in excitability, can exhibit syn- 
aptic facilitation. In addition, they indicate that these synaptic 
changes involve the same first messenger (5-HT) and second 
messenger (PKC) previously implicated in the enhancement of 
excitability. In brief, we found that both 5-HT and activation 
of PKC augmented IPSPs elicited by type B cells, whereas acti- 
vation of the CAMP-dependent kinase had no effect. Moreover, 
the kinase inhibitor staurosporine blocked the induction of syn- 
aptic facilitation by 5-HT. In each case, the effect on synaptic 
strength was closely paralleled by the effect on type B cell input 
resistance, suggesting that the two forms of plasticity are mech- 
anistically related. 

Effects on type A photoreceptors 

In contrast to the effects observed on type B input cells, none 
of our manipulations produced a reliable change in type A cell 
input resistance. This finding is of interest for two reasons. First, 
it indicates that the increase in synaptic strength that we ob- 
served cannot be attributed to a general increase in input resis- 
tance of the postsynaptic cell. Coupled with the modifications 
that did occur in type B cells, the lack of effect on type A cells 
thus suggests that this synaptic facilitation involves presynaptic 
mechanisms, though more direct demonstrations are certainly 
needed. 

Second, these negative results are also of interest because 
behavioral conditioning produces excitability changes in type 
A cells that are reciprocal to those changes observed in type B 
photoreceptors, that is, decreased input resistances and reduced 
light responses (Farley and Alkon, 1982; Farley et al., 1990). 
The inability of 5-HT, PKC-activating phorbol esters, and 8-BT- 
CAMP to alter type A photoreceptor input resistance thus sug- 
gests that other first- and second-messenger systems (distinct 
from 5-HT, PKC, and CAMP) may play a role in producing the 
type A cell excitability decreases observed with behavioral con- 
ditioning. 

Functional signljicance of synaptic facilitation in type B cells 

Previous proposals have suggested that increases in the light 
response and excitability of type B cells are causally involved 
in conditioned suppression of phototaxis in Hermissenda (Crow 
and Alkon, 1980; Farley and Alkon, 1982; West et al., 1982; 
Alkon, 1984) and computational models of neural circuitry 
explicitly lacking synaptic changes have recently been forwarded 
(Tesauro, 1988; Werness et al., 1992) proposing that excitability 

changes are necessary and sufficient to account for changes in 
behavior (Werness et al., 1992). Our findings that connections 
of type B cells exhibit synaptic facilitation indicate that synaptic 
plasticity also may contribute importantly to behavioral learn- 
ing, as well as to the altered physiological responses observed 
in motor neurons and other cells downstream from photore- 
ceptors (Farley and Alkon, 1982; Goh et al., 1985; Richards 
and Farley, 1987; Hodgson and Crow, 1992). 

It will now be essential to determine whether synaptic facil- 
itation can result from in vitro conditioning and behavioral con- 
ditioning in the intact animal and, if so, whether it is mediated 
by the mechanisms described herein. It will also be important 
to know whether synaptic facilitation can exist in a long-term 
form, in addition to the short-term plasticity we have described 
here, and whether synaptic plasticity can be associative in na- 
ture, as both the behavioral and excitability changes have been 
demonstrated to be. The fact that 5-HT and PKC-the cellular 
signals employed in the present studies to induce synaptic fa- 
cilitation-have previously been implicated in changes in type 
B cell excitability and behavior during conditioning in the intact 
animal (Crow and Forrester, 1986; Grover et al., 1989; Farley 
and Schuman, 1991) strongly suggests that synaptic plasticity 
may play a role in behavioral conditioning as well. 

In further support of this possibility, following our initial 
report of synaptic facilitation (Schuman and Clark, 1990; Clark 
and Schuman, 1992) Frysztak and Crow have begun to examine 
effects of behavioral training on synaptic transmission between 
Hermissenda photoreceptors. Although they at first found no 
indication of synaptic facilitation in conditioned animals (Frysz- 
tak and Crow, 199 1), more recently they have reported evidence 
that behavioral training can, in fact, strengthen connections from 
medial B onto medial A photoreceptors (Frysztak and Crow, 
1994). One other study suggesting possible synaptic changes 
following conditioning is the recent description of a reduction 
of the terminal arborizations of type B cells (Alkon et al., 1990). 
Because the loss of synaptic contacts from these processes might 
be expected to result in a decrease (rather than the anticipated 
increase) of inhibitory type B cell influences, Alkon and col- 
leagues suggested that there may have been a simultaneous but 
undetected anatomical augmentafion in a restricied subset of 
relevant type B synapses. Our findings provide direct support 
that synaptic increases can indeed occur at type B connections. 

In the present study, both synaptic strength and type B cell 
input resistance covaried in response to a variety of experi- 
mental manipulations, suggesting that these two forms of plas- 
ticity may share aspects of a common underlying mechanism. 
If so, these two forms of plasticity may also occur together in 
type B cells in intact animals. However, it is also plausible that 
some manipulations may produce one form of plasticity but not 
the other. Thus, the analysis of synaptic plasticity in type B cells 
may provide an additional means to explore learning mecha- 
nisms in Hermissenda. For example, synaptic plasticity may be 
able to account for phenomena that cannot be attributed to 
excitability increases. Similarly, studies of synaptic plasticity 
might further delineate the role of cellular activity, neuromodu- 
latory transmitters, and second messengers in the modification 
of type B cells. 

One further point merits mention. We wish to indicate quite 
explicitly that our findings of synaptic facilitation complement 
rather than contradict the excitability increases previously de- 
scribed. The two forms of plasticity are by no means mutually 
exclusive. Instead, we propose that the two mechanisms could 
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work in concert to enhance behavioral learning. Increases in Recently, other transmitters such as GABA have also been 
cellular excitability would produce an increase in number of proposed to be involved in the modulation of type B cell ex- 
action potentials elicited by a constant input, so that following citability, presumably by activating PKC (Matzel and Alkon, 
conditioning, type B cells would fire more in response to the 1991; Alkon et al., 1992; Oka et al., 1992). Further work will 
light CS. Concomitantly, increases in synaptic strength of type be necessary to determine the relative contributions of these 
B cells would increase transmitter release per action potential. and other possible neuromodulatory transmitters to behavioral 
Both forms of plasticity would cause type B cells to produce and neuronal plasticity. However, if the effects of these different 
greater inhibition of their postsynaptic targets and, consequent- transmitters are also mediated by PKC, it seems plausible that 
ly, greater suppression of the normally positive phototactic re- 
sponse. In support of these ideas, we have recently begun to 
model quantitatively the contributions of these two forms of 
plasticity using Hodgkin-Huxley simulations of the type B cell, 
and have found that increases in type B cell synaptic strength 
and excitability can each enhance the functional inhibition of 
firing frequency in target photoreceptors (Fost and Clark, 1993). 
Finally, we might note that excitability changes in type B cells 
have previously been described as being postsynaptic’(Alkon, 
1984) or nonsynaptic (Clark and Schuman, 1992) while here 
we propose that the synaptic facilitation we observed may in- 
volve presynaptic mechanisms. Because type B cells have both 
afferent and efferent synaptic connections and directly respond 
to light, each of these descriptions can accurately depict the 
functional consequences of type B cell changes with respect to 
other circuit elements. 

Contributions of 5-HT and PKC 

given at relatively high concentration and in conjunction with 
IBMX, a phosphodiesterase inhibitor that should potentiate its 
effect. We did not have a positive control for the activation of 
the CAMP-dependent kinase in these experiments, but similar 

Our results indicate that 5-HT and PKC are important first and 
second messengers underlying synaptic facilitation at connec- 
tions between type B and type A photoreceptors. Both 5-HT 
and PMA, a phorbol ester that activates PKC, elicited synaptic 
facilitation, suggesting that S-HT and PKC are each sufficient 
to induce facilitation. In contrast, the membrane permeant CAMP 
analog 8-BT-CAMP produced no facilitation, even though it was 

they would facilitate synaptic transmission as well. 

Mechanistic relationships of increased excitability and synaptic 
strength 

The present findings indicate that 5-HT and PKC are involved 
in both synaptic facilitation and increased excitability of type 
B cells. However, they do not allow one to ascertain whether 
both forms of plasticity arise from a common underlying ionic 
conductance change or, alternatively, arise from two separate 
processes activated in parallel by 5-HT and PKC (Fig. 4). On 
the one hand, the modulation of K+ and Ca2+ currents that 
underlies excitability changes could also enhance transmitter 
release by increasing Ca2+ influx, either directly or through pro- 
longation of individual action potentials. Supporting this pos- 
sibility, initial results from our computational model (Fost and 
Clark, 1993) indicate that reductions in Z, and ZK.ca can produce 
spike broadening and synaptic facilitation as well as increases 
in type B cell firing frequency. Alternatively, synaptic plasticity 
might arise from phosphorylation of a different or additional 
set of proteins, resulting in functional modifications that are 
distinct from the excitability changes (e.g., changes in trans- 
mitter mobilization or alterations in release apparatus). 

siphon-withdrawal reflex and the tail-withdrawal reflex. In Aply- 
sia sensory cells, synaptic facilitation can arise from at least two 
processes: first, the reduction of 5-HT-sensitive K+ currents 
(I,, and I,-,), which results in action potential broadening and 

These two possibilities are not necessarily mutually exclusive, 
as indicated by analyses of similar questions in Aplysia 
mechanosensory neurons following sensitization of the gill- and 

protocols are effective in activating the CAMP-dependent kinase 

In previous work described above, 5-HT and PKC have been 

in other molluscan neurons (Frost et al., 1988; Schacher et al., 

strongly implicated in type B cell excitability increases as well 
as in behavioral learning. Corroborating earlier observations 

1988). Further support for the role of PKC comes from the 
observation that facilitation normally induced by 5-HT was 

(Farley and Auerbach, 1986; Farley and Wu, 1989) we found 
that 5-HT and PKC activation by PMA increased input resis- 

blocked by staurosporine. While staurosporine is a relatively 

tance of type B cells (a simple measure of excitability) in addition 

broad-spectrum kinase inhibitor, its affinity is greater for PKC 

to enhancing synaptic strength. Similarly, manipulations that 

than for other kinases (Tamaoki et al., 1986; Ruegg and Burgess, 

did not produce synaptic facilitation (e.g., application of 8-BT- 

1989). Taken together, these results suggest that activation of 

CAMP and application of the kinase inhibitor staurosporine in 

PKC is a necessary and sufficient step in the induction of syn- 

conjunction with 5-HT) also did not increase input resistance 

aptic facilitation at type B cell connections by 5-HT. 

of type B cells. Thus, effects of our manipulations on input 
resistance tracked the effects on synaptic strength. These findings 
suggest that increases in type B cell synaptic strength and ex- 
citability share a common first messenger (5-HT) and common 
second messenger (PKC). 

enhanced transmitter release (as well as enhanced excitability) 

may be employed to effect alterations in synaptic efficacy. We 

(Klein and Kandel, 1978, 1980; Siegelbaum et al., 1982; Hoch- 

are intrigued by this idea and plan to explore whether a similar 

ner et al., 1986a; Baxter and Byrne, 1989, 1990; Goldsmith and 

situation occurs at Hermissenda type B to type A photoreceptor 

Abrams, 1992; Hochner and Kandel, 1992; Sugita et al., 1992; 

synapses. 

Byrne et al., 1993); and a second process that is independent of 

Synaptic plasticity in Hermissenda and other systems 

action potential broadening and channel modulation (Hochner 

In a larger sense, the demonstration of synaptic plasticity in 

et al., 1986b; Marcus et al., 1988; Rankin and Carew, 1988; 

Hermissenda helps reconcile previous differences between cel- 

Braha et al., 1990; Dale and Kandel, 1990; Sacktor and Schwartz, 

lular mechanisms of learning in Hermissenda and other prep- 

1990; Goldsmith and Abrams, 199 1; Ghirardi et al., 1992; Pi- 

arations, where learning-related synaptic plasticity has been im- 

eroni and Byrne, 1992). Thus, both serial and parallel pathways 

plicated (Kandel and Schwartz, 1982; Ito, 1989; Madison et al., 
1991). For example, our results suggest that in Hermissenda, 
as in Aplysia (Klein et al., 1986; Walters, 1987; Billy and Wal- 
ters, 1989; Baxter and Byrne, 1990; Mercer et al., 199 l), a single 
neuron can encode information using two different forms of 
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Figure 4. Possible mechanistic relationships between increased excitability and synaptic facilitation in type B photoreceptors. Serotonin (5-HT) 
and/or other signals are proposed to activate protein kinase C (PKC), which in turn elicits both enhanced excitability and synaptic facilitation. 
Two different potential relationships between these forms of plasticity are depicted. One possibility (BZOPHYSZCAL RELATIONSHIP, left) is 
that PKC produces synaptic facilitation via the same ionic conductance changes that enhance cellular excitability (e.g., a decrease in two potassium 
conductances, IA and I,.,,), by modifying the duration or other parameters of the action potential. Alternatively (2ND MESSENGER RELA- 
TIONSHIP, right), PKC might induce synaptic facilitation via other processes, such as transmitter mobilization, not mediated by these conductance 
changes. The two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and intermediate possibilities exist. 

plasticity: an increase in excitability and an increase in synaptic 
efficacy. Though phenotypically distinct, both forms ofplasticity 
share aspects of a common molecular mechanism, and both 
operate to increase the functional output of the cell. It is inter- 
esting to note that in both Hermissenda and Aplysia, these two 
forms of neuronal plasticity co-occur in single cells even though 
there are a number of important distinctions between the sys- 
tems. Compared with plasticity in Aplysia sensory neurons, plas- 
ticity in Hermissenda type B photoreceptors involves a different 
sensory modality (light rather than touch), inhibitory rather than 
excitatory synaptic potentials, the modification of different types 
of K+ currents (I, and Z,., vs I,-, and Zk.“), and differences in 
second-messenger systems that mediate the changes (primarily 
PKC, rather than the CAMP-dependent kinase and PKC). The 
dual modulation of synaptic strength and neuronal excitability 
that occurs in both preparations is thus an important common 
feature that transcends the particular differences. Such conver- 
gence reinforces the belief that some general principles regarding 
cellular mechanisms of learning are beginning to emerge. 
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